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Across

4 What street was originally the north border of the Albina district?

5 What was the original street name of Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard

6 Which park is famous for domino tournaments?

9 Nickname for N. Williams area during the Jazz Age

10 Which school and neighborhood was named after the first woman Principal in the Northwest in the 1880s

12 What African-American newspaper with offices on Killingsworth has covered the Pacific Northwest of the United States since 1975 (starting with The)

15 What geographic feature in Alameda was created during the last ice age by the Missoula Floods?

Down

1 This Bar is in the historic Frederick Torgler Building _____/820

2 Old _____ Brewing

3 What school houses NECN's offices?

5 1930's civil rights activist DeNorval ______

7 What neighborhood is currently home to newly elected city commissioner Chloe Eudaly

8 Sullivan's _____

11 Mrs. Albina _____

13 _____ Quarter

14 What color is the house that is currently home to Liberty Glass?